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Abstract: We analyze the phenomenology of a simplified model for a real scalar dark mat-
ter candidate interacting with quarks via a coloured fermionic mediator. In the coannihilation
regime, the dark matter abundance is controlled by the dynamics of the coloured fermions
which can be significantly affected by non-perturbative effects. We employ a non-relativistic
effective field theory which allows us to systematically treat the Sommerfeld effect and bound
state formation in the early Universe. The parameter space compatible with the dark mat-
ter relic abundance is confronted with direct, indirect and collider searches. A substantial
part of the parameter space, with dark matter masses up to 18 TeV, is already excluded
by XENON1T. Most of the remaining thermal relics can be probed by a future Darwin-like
experiments, when taking properly into account the running of the relevant couplings for the
direct detection processes.
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1
1 Introduction
Even though evidence for dark matter (DM) has been established only through gravitational
observations, it is widely accepted that an additional matter component, besides ordinary
matter, populates our Universe. Indeed, there are compelling measurements from astro-
physics and cosmology from a broad range of scales: from the size of a galaxy to the whole
Universe. DM can nicely accommodate the velocity distributions of stars in galaxies, as
well as the large scale structure patterns on cosmological scales. The measurements of the
temperature anisotropies of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) by Planck allow the
extraction of the DM abundance, ΩDMh
2 = 0.1200 ± 0.0012 [1], at percent level accuracy.
This constitutes the most precise determination of the DM abundance to date.
However, there is an almost total lack of information on the nature of DM. It is reasonable,
despite not the only viable option, that DM comes in the form of a particle. Due to very
few hints on the DM properties, a plethora of models have been proposed that provide a
DM candidate. Naturally, the parameters of a given particle physics model have to comply
with the observed relic abundance. Therefore, the DM mass (and particle masses in the dark
sector), the couplings in the dark and with the Standard Model (SM) can be constrained.
In order to scrutinize the viable scenarios and the experimental capabilities, it is useful to
adopt a simplified model approach for DM searches [2, 3]. In such a framework, rather than
considering a fully-fledged theory, bounds and constraints are set on a simpler model that
captures the most relevant features.
In this work, we consider a singlet scalar DM particle that interacts with the visible sector
through a Higgs and fermion portal [4–9]. A fermionic mediator is coupled to the DM scalar
and a SM quark via a Yukawa interaction and constitutes an additional degree of freedom
in the dark sector. A DM candidate in the Weakly Interacting Massive Particle category,
i.e. DM produced by thermal freeze-out, is easily realized in this setup. Interestingly, the
presence of the additional massive state can drastically change the thermal freeze-out when
the coannihilating partner is close in mass with the DM particle [10,11]. The accompanying
state strengthens the coupling between the DM and SM bath and dilutes the DM population
beyond the naive expectation. Consequently, one has to track its (co)annihilations as well.
Especially in the case where the coannihilator feels strong interactions, the annihilation cross
section is not well described by the standard techniques which treat the colored fermions as
if they were free scatters in the plasma. Most notably, Sommerfeld enhancement and bound-
state effects due to repeated gluon exchange have been recently shown to have a large impact
on the relic density [12–20]. In particular bound-state formation is much more efficient at
low temperatures and the thermally averaged annihilation cross section exhibits a strong
and unusual temperature dependence. This keeps annihilations effective until well after the
first deviation from chemical equilibrium. Consequently, the parameter space favored from
cosmology changes, and the experimental expectations have to be adjusted accordingly. The
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DM scalar and the accompanying colored mediator exhibit a rich phenomenology at colliders
and can be also be tested at direct detection experiments.
We include the Sommerfeld and bound-state effects in medium in the derivation of the
DM abundance. The relic density is computed through the inclusion of thermally averaged
Sommerfeld factors, that are in turn extracted from the spectral function of the annihilating
colored fermion pairs in a thermal environment. The spectral function contains information
on both scattering and bound states. The latter are sensitive to thermal scales and we take
into account their dynamical and temperature-dependent dissociation/formation through a
plasma-modified Schro¨dinger equation. The thermal potentials and interaction rates are
derived in the framework of tailored non-relativistic effective field theories. The advantage of
this approach is two-fold: we work with the suitable degrees of freedom at the energy scale
of interest, namely the binding-energy/kinetic energy, that are colored fermion pairs; the
potentials and rates are obtained as matching coefficients of a potential NREFT (pNREFT)
allowing for a power counting and controlled approximations even at finite temperature.
We use the results of the relic density calculation as input to a study of the phenomenology.
The most relevant experimental signature are mulitjet plus missing energy events at the LHC
and DM nucleon scattering which can be tested with direct detection experiments.
The structure of this paper is as follows. First, we introduce our simplified model and
comment on the connection to other models in Sec. 2. Next, we turn to the computation of
the relic density in Sec. 3. After a brief comment on the form of the involved Boltzmann
equation, we present the formalism for the determination of the annihilation rates in terms
of spectral functions and elucidate the connection with thermal potentials and scattering
rates. In Sec. 4 the phenomenology of the model is analyzed. We pay close attention to LHC
searches and direct detection and investigate the impact of current experimental results on
the parameter space preferred by thermal freeze-out. Finally, we summarize our conclusions
and comment on possible improvements in Sec. 5. Additional information about S → F
conversion, the thermal potentials and RGEs in NREFT are provided in the Appendix.
2 Simplified Model
The simplified model we consider consists of a gauge singlet real scalar DM (S) and a vector-
like fermion (F ), the latter is a triplet under QCD and brings the same hypercharge of the
SM fermion it couples with. The Lagrangian for this model can be expressed as (we omit for
the moment the hypercharge coupling of the fermion F )
L = LSM +
1
2
∂µS∂
µS − M
2
S
2
S2 − λ2
4!
S4 − λ3
2
S2H†H
+ F¯
(
i /D −MF
)
F − y SF¯PRq − y∗Sq¯PLF , (2.1)
where H is the SM Higgs doublet, Dµ = ∂µ + igsA
a
µT
a is the QCD covariant derivative, λ3
and y are the additional scalar and Yukawa couplings corresponding to the Higgs and fermion
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portal while PR and PL are the right- and left-handed projectors, respectively. The coupling
λ1 is left for the Higgs self interaction. It is interesting to note that for non-zero λ3 and small
y and/or large MF this model emulates scalar DM through the Higgs portal, one of the most
minimal extensions of the SM that can account for DM [21, 22]. As the DM relic density of
Higgs portal DM is intimately connected with the direct detection cross section, this model is
under increasing pressure due to the recent null-results of direct DM searches and the correct
relic density can only be achieved in special region of the parameter space [23,24]. Therefore,
the model under consideration here can, in certain regions of parameter space, be seen as a
“mediator” assisted Higgs portal model.
3 Relic density
The relic density stands as the main observable that any compelling DM model has to com-
ply with. The cosmological abundance is accurately determined by measuring the CMB
anisotropies and it amounts to ΩDMh
2 = 0.1200(12) [25]. Upon exploiting a mechanism
to produce DM particles in the early Universe, one can use the relic density as a powerful
constraint on the model parameters.
In this paper, we consider DM production via thermal freeze-out in the early Universe. In
this scenario, the interactions are such that the DM is in thermal equilibrium with the plasma
at high temperatures. The corresponding processes comprise pair creation and annihilation
via SS ↔ SM SM. However, when the temperature of the expanding Universe drops below
the DM mass (T <∼ MS), recombination processes get Boltzmann suppressed and DM is
efficiently annihilated away until the annihilation cannot keep up with the expansion of the
Universe described by the Hubble rate H. A larger annihilation cross section leads to a
smaller DM abundance because the dark particles remain in equilibrium longer and track
their exponentially suppressed equilibrium number density.
In models with coannihilation partners, thermal freeze-out gets modified by the presence of
other dark sector particles in the thermal bath during freeze-out. The efficiency of the coan-
nihilation processes depends strongly on the mass splitting between the DM particle and the
coannihilating specie. Indeed, if ∆M/MS <∼ 0.2 with ∆M ≡ MF −MS , the colored partner
has a non-negligible population compared to DM particles and can affect the abundance of
the latter. This is mainly due to the efficient conversion rates between the S and F species
that put them in thermal contact until late times (see Appx. A).
That said, the effect of colored fermions close in mass with the DM can be captured by a
single Boltzmann equation [10,26]
dn
dt
+ 3Hn = −〈σeffv〉(n2 − n2eq) , (3.1)
where H is the Hubble rate of the expanding Universe. Then, the total equilibrium number
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density, which accounts for both the particle species of the dark sector (S and F ), is
neq =
∫
p
e−Ep/T
[
1 + 4Nc e
−∆M/T
]
, (3.2)
where Ep = MS + p
2/(2MS), p ≡ |p| and the effective thermally averaged annihilation cross
section reads
〈σeffv〉 =
∑
i,j
neqi n
eq
j
(
∑
k n
eq
k )
2
〈σijv〉 , (3.3)
that comprises all the combinations for the annihilating pairs, namely SS, SF , FF¯ , FF
and their conjugates when relevant. 〈σeffv〉 plays the main role in setting the relic density.
Conventionally, it is calculated by thermally averaging the in-vacuum cross sections over the
center-of-mass energies in the thermal environment. However, this way of extracting 〈σeffv〉
has to be treated with caution if DM and/or coannihilating partner have interactions with
light plasma constituents. In this case, non-relativistic particle pairs can be severely affected
by non-perturbative dynamics induced through a repeated exchange of the light particles, i.e.
Sommerfeld enhancement for scattering states and bound-state formation. The latter effect
has been only recently addressed in DM models. Various different formalisms are in use in the
literature [12, 16–20]. The main common outcome of these studies is that larger DM masses
are compatible with the relic density because a larger cross section is found. Bound-state
formation is especially efficient at temperatures smaller than the initial chemical decoupling
temperature and it helps in boosting the late stage annihilation cross section to large values.
Accordingly, the thermally averaged cross section develops a non-trivial dependence on the
temperature even for s-wave annihilations.
In this paper we follow an effective field theory approach that enables to factorize the
hard annihilations, occurring at the large energy scale MS (MF ), from the soft physics that
characterizes the dynamics of DM and coloured fermions pairs in a thermal environment
[27,28]: momentum transfer, kinetic energy and thermal scales. At the core of the method is
the extraction of the spectral function of the annihilating non-relativistic pair, which enables
us to capture the nature of the annihilating states in a thermal plasma.
3.1 Non-relativistic annihilations and spectral functions
An EFT approach for Majorana fermion DM and couloured scalars has been discussed in
detail in refs [18,20]. Here, we recall the main points and set the framework for the derivation
of the thermally averaged cross section for the model under consideration. Within the freeze-
out mechanism, the DM and the coannihilating partner remain in chemical equilibrium with
the plasma until z = M/T ≈ 25 (we label the DM and coloured mediator with the same mass
scaleM when possible). Annihilations continue even during later stages when the annihilation
cross section increases due to Sommerfeld enhancement and bound-state formation. In this
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a) b)
Figure 1: One-loop diagrams for DM pair (double-dashed lines) annihilations into SM Higgs
bosons (dashed lines) and FF¯ (double-solid lines) annihilations into a gluon pair (curly lines).
The blue dashed line implements a cut along the light particles into which the heavy ones
annihilate.
situation, most of the energy of DM and coloured fermions is stored in their mass. For non-
relativistic species, the typical momentum is p =
√
MT = M
√
T/M ane one can define an
average velocity v ≡√T/M , which is smaller than unity in the regime of interest. Therefore,
the degrees of freedom during freeze-out and later-stage annihilations are non-relativistic
scalars and fermions with M  T and light SM particles.1
This physical picture calls for implementing a non-relativistic description, where energy
excitations of order M are highly suppressed. In the EFT language, hard energy/momentum
modes of order M are integrated out from the fundamental theory (2.1), whereas the smaller
energy scales, both non-relativistic and thermal scales, remain dynamical. It is worth men-
tioning that this first step is insensitive to plasma effects. Because of the large energy release
in the hard annihilation process, the typical distance scales are much smaller than those
introduced by the thermal plasma, i.e. ∆xann ≈ 1/M  1/T .
In a non-relativistic EFT (NREFT) the number of heavy particles is conserved since light
particles with momentum of order M are not part of the theory. However, heavy particles
annihilations can be described by exploiting the optical theorem. The four-particle operators
develops an imaginary part in their matching coefficients at one-loop. which ascribe to a
full and systematic description of DM and colored fermion pairs inclusive (co)annihilations.
In the relativistic theory, one-loop diagrams with four-external heavy particle legs are cut
along the highly energetic internal lines, see Fig. 1 for two representative examples. These
processes, together with many others in this model, contribute to the imaginary part of the
matching coefficients of the four-particle operators. They are the remnants of the relativistic
processes happening at the hard scale that has been removed from the NREFT [29,30].
In this section, we deal with heavy pair annihilations, either DM particles and colored
fermions. Therefore, we only write the Lagrangian terms that are relevant to this aim which
are dimension-6 operators. More details on the complete NREFT for this model is given
in the Appx. C. We express the effective Lagrangian in terms of the non-relativistic scalar
1The SM particles are taken to be light with respect to the dark particle sector. This approximation is
not fully justified for the lowest DM masses considered in this work, i.e. MS = 500 GeV, where the top-quark
mass is only one third of the DM mass.
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a) b)
Figure 2: Additional diagrams for FF¯ annihilations and FF annihilations induced by the
Yukawa interaction. Solid double lines stand for F , solid thin line for the SM quark and
double dashed line for the scalar DM. The color flux is different from the diagrams induced
by QCD.
and fermion fields, φ, ψ and χ, the latter carry both a spinor and color index, that reads
schematically
L4-particleNREFT = Lφφ + Lφψ + Lφχ + Lψψ + Lχχ , (3.4)
and we list each terms as follows
Lφφ = c1
M2
φ†φ†φφ , (3.5)
Lφψ + Lφχ = c2
M2
(φ†ψ†αs ψ
α
s φ+ φ
†χαsχ
†α
s φ) , (3.6)
Lψχ = c3
M2
ψ†αs χ
α
s χ
†β
r ψ
β
r +
c4
M2
ψ†αs (σ
k)sr χ
α
r χ
†β
p (σ
k)pq ψ
β
q
+
c5
M2
ψ†αs (T
a)αβ χβs χ
†λ
r (T
a)λτ ψτr +
c6
M2
ψ†αs (σ
k)sr(T
a)αβ χβr χ
†λ
p (σ
k)pq(T
a)λτ ψτq
+
c7
M2
ψ†αs χ
β
r χ
†β
r ψ
α
s +
c8
M2
ψ†αs (σ
k)sr ψ
α
r χ
†β
p (σ
k)pq χ
β
q , (3.7)
Lψψ + Lχχ = c9
M2
ψ†αr ψ
†β
s ψ
β
s ψ
α
r +
c10
M2
ψ†αs (σ
k)sr ψ
α
r ψ
†β
p (σ
k)pq ψ
β
q + (ψ → χ†). (3.8)
Some comments are in order. Scalar DM annihilations are described by the single operator
in Eq. 3.5, SF and SF¯ coannihilations are comprised in Eq. 3.6, then FF¯ , FF and F¯ F¯
annihilations correspond to Eqs. (3.7), (3.8) respectively. As far as the colored fermion sector
is concerned, the four-particle operators for FF¯ annihilations resemble those in NRQCD [29].2
A couple of differences occur though. First, the third line in Eq. 3.7 is absent in NRQCD
because there is no scalar-mediated annihilations into quarks in QCD. We notice that the color
and spinor indices are different. These additional interactions are instead implemented in the
model according to the Lagrangian (2.1) through the Yukawa vertex of the fermion portal
2The first four operators in Eq. 3.7 correspond exactly to O1(1S0),O1(3S1),O8(1S0),O8(3S1) in ref. [29]
respectively, where the notation is 2S+1LJ .
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(see Fig. 2 left diagram). Second, particle-particle (antiparticle-antiparticle) annihilations are
possible, at variance with QCD, again because of the real scalar exchange leading to FF → qq
(F¯ F¯ → q¯q¯) as shown in Fig. 2 right diagram. It is worth mentioning that a NREFT has
been considered for two heavy quarks in ref. [31]. However, we notice here that the number
of independent operators is two instead of four as reported in ref. [31]. Indeed, we find that
the ones involving the color matrices T a are not independent from those without, namely the
operators appearing in Eq. 3.8 for ψ and χ separately.
At leading order in the couplings and with vanishing SM particle masses, we find the
following matching coefficients
c1 =
λ23
256pi
, c2 =
|y|2(|hq|2 + CF g2s)
128pi
, (3.9)
c3 =
CF g
4
s
32piNc
, c4 = 0 , (3.10)
c5 =
(N2c − 4)g4s
64piNc
, c6 =
Nfg
4
s
96pi
+
g2s |y|2
192pi
, (3.11)
c7 =
|y|4
256pi
, c8 =
|y|4
768pi
, (3.12)
c9 =
|y|4
256pi
, c10 = − |y|
4
768pi
, (3.13)
where Nc = 3 is the number of colors, Nf the number of SM quarks and hq is the SM Yukawa
coupling of the SM quarks with the Higgs boson. A comment is in order for the process
SS → qq¯ that would appear in the coefficient c1 in (3.9). This process comes with a helicity
suppressed s-wave rate, and we indeed find a vanishing contribution to the leading four-
particle operator in (3.5) when setting a vanishing quark mass. However, we aim at treating
the boundary between the coannihilation regime and the standard freeze-out correctly, and
we then need an accurate expression for SS annihilations. Especially when λ3 is small, the
scalar annihilations into quarks may be relevant. The situation is different for light and
top quarks. In the former case, the quark mass is so small that we have to consider the
leading velocity suppressed contribution, which appears in a d-wave [6, 7]. We checked that
the corresponding cross section introduces a correction smaller than one per mill on the relic
density for the parameter space considered in this work. Therefore, we do not consider it
and avoid the computation of 1/M suppressed operators. On the other hand, the top mass
induces a sizable effect, especially for large y. Including the top-quark mass, the matching
coefficient of the operator in (3.5) gives ctop1 = y
4Nc(mt/MS)
2/(64pi) in addition to the result
in Eq. 3.9. The matching coefficients can be used to express the in-vacuum cross section for
heavy particles annihilations as if they were free scatters in the medium.
However, there is a rich set of phenomena that arise from the dynamics induced by the
smaller energy scales, namely the non-relativistic momentum and kinetic energy, Mv and
Mv2, and the thermal scales, the temperature and Debye masses (for gluons and light quarks).
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Figure 3: The diagram represent the thermal average of four-particle operators for the heavy
colored fermion in Eq. 3.14. Repeated gluon exchange, represented by the dots, are accom-
panied by 2→ 2 scatterings with partons of the medium. These processes are characterized
by the small energy scales MF v, MF v
2, piT and mD. The hard annihilation is instead shown
with the yellow vertex, which amounts at the matching coefficients that develop an imaginary
part. This is implemented by the cut on the diagram with a blue dashed line.
More importantly, the slow-moving colored fermions feel QCD interactions and repeated gluon
exchange can affect the heavy-pair dynamics. This leads to Sommerfeld enhancement and
bound-state formation (here in a thermal environment). Moreover, the heavy particles also
experience thermal mass shift and 2 → 2 soft scatterings with light particles of the plasma.
Such processes are further accompanied by thermal gluons hitting the bound states and
possibly break them depending on the temperature and the binding energy. These effects
can be factored out from the hard annihilations and one can write the thermally averaged
annihilation cross section, for which a diagrammatic representation is given in Fig. 3, as
follows [27,28]
〈σeff v〉 = 2〈ImL
4-particle
NREFT 〉
n2eq
=
2
M2(1 + 4Nce−∆MT /T )2
{
c1 + 8Nc c2e
−∆MT /T
+
[
4Ncc3 S¯s + 2(N
2
c − 1)(c5 + 3c6)S¯o + 4N2c c7 + 8N2c c9
(
1
3
S¯T +
2
3
S¯Σ
)]
e−2∆MT /T
}
,
(3.14)
where neq has been defined in Eq. 3.2 and we use c10 = −c9/3 to obtain a more compact
form for the particle-particle sector. c8 does not appear because the corresponding operator
has a vanishing number of contractions. The thermally averaged Sommerfeld factors S¯i are
defined as [18,28]
S¯i =
∫∞
−Λ
dE′
pi e
−E′/Tρi(E′)∫∞
−Λ
dE′
pi e
−E′/Tρ(0)i (E′)
=
(
4pi
MT
) 3
2
∫ ∞
−Λ
dE′
pi
e[ReVi(∞)−E
′]/T ρi(E
′)
Ni
. (3.15)
Here, E′ is the energy of relative motion of the pair after factoring out the center of mass
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dynamics, ρi is the spectral function of the annihilating interacting pair, ρ
(0)
i corresponds to
the pair without gluon exchange but with the thermal mass shift included, and Ni are the
number of contractions of the operators in the Eqs. (3.5)-(3.8). The mass splitting accounts
now for both in-vacuum and thermal contribution3
∆MT = ∆M − g
2
sCFmD
8pi
, (3.16)
and it originates from the real part of the self-energy of the heavy fermion with a HTL
resummed gluon propagator. We notice that care has to be taking in (anti)symmetrizing
the source in the case of identical particles for the FF (F¯ F¯ ) annihilations. In doing so, we
obtain the decomposition in terms of antitriplet and sextet that have a weight of 1/3 and 2/3
respectively in agreement with refs. [9, 32].
The spectral functions contain the relevant dynamical information of the annihilating heavy
pair and are extracted by solving a plasma-modified Schro¨dinger equations with thermal
potentials, Vi(r, T ), and thermal widths, Γi(r, T )[
Hi(r, T )− iΓi(r, T )− E′
]
Gi(E
′; r, r′) = Ni δ
(3)(r − r′) , (3.17)
lim
r,r′→0
ImGi(E
′; r, r′) = ρi(E
′) , (3.18)
where the Hamiltonian reads Hi(r, T ) = −∇r/M + Vi(r, T ) with r = |r|. The in-medium
effects on the heavy pair dynamics are captured by the virtual and real scatterings with the
plasma constituents. The latter are comprised in thermal widths or interaction rates that
have been associated to the Landau damping and gluo-dissociation [33–36]. On the other
hand, the thermal potentials deviate from the in-vacuum Coulomb-like ones. The gluons
acquire a thermal mass and at temperatures piT  MF v a Yukawa screened potentials
is established. At smaller temperatures, MF v >∼ piT , the Coulomb potential get thermal
corrections organized in the multiple expansion rT [34]. We stress that both the potentials
and the interaction rates are function of the temperature and, therefore, an explicit derivation
is possible upon assuming some relation between the non-relativistic and thermal scales.
Moreover, one strength of this approach is that the composition of the annihilating pair
spectrum, both scattering and bound states, is derived in a dynamical way.
In this model, the DM particles can experience an attractive potential due to the SM Higgs.
At temperatures smaller than the electroweak symmetry breaking, a vertex of the type SSh is
induced and one can construct ladder diagrams possibly leading to Sommerfeld enhancement
and bound states. When implementing the non-relativistic expansion for the heavy field S,
a vertex is generated with an effective coupling αh ≡ λ3vh/(8piM) ≈ 0.01 that is typical of
3 The allowed interactions in a simplified model Lagrangian are different when the colored state is a fermion
instead of a scalar. Consequently, the contribution from the Higgs boson and gluon tadpoles to the thermal
mass found in [18] do not appear here.
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weak interactions strength for the masses and λ3 under consideration [37]. We neglect this
effect in our study and focus on the QCD effects which are dominant. The Higgs exchange
and the corresponding bound-state effect has been recently considered in refs. [37–39] for the
spin-conjugate version of the simplified model addressed in this paper. Moreover, we neglect
the Sommerfeld effects from exchange of the hypercharge field Bµ. The corresponding effects
are much smaller than those induced by the gluon exchange since they are proportional to
the SM weak coupling.
3.2 Thermal potentials and pNREFTs
The potentials between the colored fermions can be interpreted as matching coefficients of a
potential NREFT (pNREFT) [34,40,41]. Here the analogy with pNRQCD is rather manifest,
since the accompanying vector-like fermion is a color triplet of SU(3) and it closely resembles a
heavy SM quark. Strictly speaking, a potential emerges when the typical momentum transfer
between the pair, namely MF v, is integrated out and one is left with the kinetic/binding
energy MF v
2 as the dynamical scale of the theory. This is exactly the energy scale we want
to address. In the EFT language, any energy scale larger than the kinetic/binding energy can
be encoded in the potential between a heavy colored pair irrespective of being an in-vacuum
or a thermal scale. Making contact with the formalism developed for heavy quarkonium
in a thermal environment, we shall write the pNREFT for this model that will enable us
to identify the relevant degrees of freedom; allow for a rigorous derivation of the thermal
potentials; include the relevant processes for bound-state formation/dissociation in a unified
framework.
In extracting the spectral functions in Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18), we shall make use of the
literature of heavy quarkonium in medium. However, we are also going to provide two new
results: the real part of the potential induced by a thermal gluon propagator in the case
piT ≈ MF v and the calculation of the antitriplet-to-sextet transition at finite temperature.
The latter is the analog of singlet-to-octet transitions derived in ref. [34]. Indeed, in the model
considered here, there are four different color combinations of the non-relativistic pairs that
are relevant. First, a color singlet and octet from a FF¯ pair, i.e. 3⊗ 3¯ = 1⊕ 8. Moreover, a
color antitriplet and sextet originate from a FF pair since 3⊗ 3 = 3¯⊕ 6.
One can work with the pNRQCD Lagrangian whenever the momentum transfer MF v is
integrated out, namely when we look at energy scales smaller then the typical inverse distance
of the pair. However, one should be careful when thermal scales are present as well. A first
classification can be envisaged based on the relative position of the temperature and MF v
scale. When piT  MF v, we are in the so-called screening regime where the gluons and
light quarks get the corresponding HTL expressions. Accordingly, the potentials between the
heavy pair is Debye screened and also a thermal width is generated which can be ascribed to
Landau damping. In the opposite regime piT  MF v, the leading order potential between
the pairs is a Coulomb potential. Nevertheless, thermal corrections affect it and thermal
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widths are generated as well. We refer to original literature and reviews on the subject for a
more detailed discussions [33,34,42,43].
That said, the pNRQCD Lagrangian is written in terms of the two-particle heavy fields,
gluons and light quarks that carry energies smaller than MF v. We split the FF¯ and FF
sector as follows
LpNRQCD = Llight + LFF¯pNRQCD + LFFpNRQCD , (3.19)
where
Llight = −1
4
F aµνF
a,µν +
Nf∑
i
q¯i /Dqi , (3.20)
and the latter has to be understood as HTL resummed if the temperature has been integrated
out before the scale MF v. Then [34]
LFF¯pNRQCD =
∫
d3rTr
{
S† [∂0 − Vs − δMs] S + O† [D0 − Vo − δMo] O
}
+Tr
{
O†r · gE S + S†r · gEO
}
+ · · · , (3.21)
where S = S1c/
√
Nc and O = O
aT a
√
TF are the particle-antiparticle singlet and octet fields,
E is the chromoelectric field: Ei = F i0 and the matching coefficients of the chromolectric
transitions are set to unity. Finally the dots stand for octet-to-octet transition that we do
not account for in this work and higher order terms in the multipole expansion.
In a similar way, the pNREFT for the particle-particle sector is written in terms of an-
titriplet and sextet color field
ψ(t,x1)ψ(t,x2) ∼
3∑
`=1
T`(r,R, t)T`ij +
6∑
`=1
Σσ(r,R, t)Σσij , (3.22)
with ` = 1, 2, 3, σ = 1, ..., 6 and i, j = 1, 2, 3 and the tensors T`ij and Σ
σ
ij can be found in the
appendix of ref. [31]. The Lagrangian now reads [31]
LFF¯pNRQCD =
∫
d3rTr
{
T† [∂0 − VT − δMT ] T + Σ† [DΣ − VΣ − δMΣ] Σ
}
+Tr
{
Σ†r · gE T + T†r · gE Σ
}
+ · · · , (3.23)
where the dots stand for higher terms in the multiple expansion. In the high-temperature
limit, the r-dependent potentials originating from a HTL resummed gluon are (we write
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setting explicitly Nc = 3)
Vs(r) = −4
3
αs
[
e−mDr
r
− iTΦ(mD r)
]
, (3.24)
VT(r) = −2
3
αs
[
e−mDr
r
− iTΦ(mD r)
]
, (3.25)
Vo(r) = 1
6
αs
[
e−mDr
r
− iTΦ(mD r)
]
, (3.26)
VΣ(r) = 1
3
αs
[
e−mDr
r
− iTΦ(mD r)
]
, (3.27)
where the function Φ(x) is given by [33]
Φ(x) =
2
x
∫ ∞
0
dz
(1 + z2)2 sin(xz)
, (3.28)
whereas the r-independent mass and widths read the same for all the color combinations
δMs = δMo = δMT = δMΣ =
4
3
αs(mD + iT ) . (3.29)
In this work, we make a step further a relaxation of the high-temperature regime and we
add the study of the thermal potential when the temperature scale is similar to the typical
inverse size of the bound state. Moreover, as we have done in [20], we include the contribution
from gluodissociation in the singlet potential and we add the corresponding contribution for
the antitriplet. In order to consider the latter process, we shall need the chromoelectric
transitions in the second line of Eqs. (3.21) and (3.23) respectively.
3.2.1 Real part of the potential for Mα ≈ piT
Thanks to Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) we account for non-perturbative effects like the Sommerfeld
enhancement and bound-state formation at different temperatures. In practice we resum an
infinite series of ladder diagrams where the exchanged gluon comes with a thermal propagator.
In previous works [18, 27, 28, 37, 44] the potentials and widths, often referred to as real and
imaginary part of a thermal potential respectively, correspond to the high-temperature limit
(i.e. a HTL resummed gluon propagator). It accounts for a Debye-screened potential and soft
2 → 2 scatterings with light particles in the medium. However, the temperature is evolving
in time and we probe different distance scales by solving the Schro¨dinger equation. We aim
at relaxing this approximation by using a thermal potential and a width valid for piT ≈MF v.
More specifically, we consider the hierarchy of scales MF MF v ∼ piT  mD  ∆V . Here
∆V is understood as the difference between the static potentials. We shall use this result
to better estimate the contribution from the attractive potentials.4 The imaginary part has
4The repulsive potentials have been shown to have a moderate impact on the thermally averaged cross
section [18,44]. Despite this, a more careful analysis on this aspect is relevant as well and we leave it for future
work. We use the results in the high-temperature limit for the octet and sextet potentials in Eqs. (3.26) and
(3.27).
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been derived in ref. [36], whereas the real part has not been previously carried out. The latter
has been computed for the abelian case, as given in ref. [45], and we can use it as a reference
for the fermionic contribution to the gluon thermal self-energy.
We give some details of the derivation in the Appx. B together with information on the
numerical implementation. Here, we simply show the result. The temperature and the
typical inverse scales are integrated out at the same time. One obtains a leading in-vacuum
Coulomb potential with the following thermal contributions. We write the fermionic and
bosonic contributions to the potential separately. The former is found to be
δV q(r, T ) = −CF
4
αs rm
2
D,q − CF
3
2pi
αs r
2T m2D,q ζ(3) + CF
αsm
2
D,q
4pi2rT 2
∫ ∞
0
dxF q(xrT )
x
(
ex/2 + 1
) ,
(3.30)
F q(u) =
[−4− 3u2 + (u2 + 4) cos(u) + u sin(u) + (6u+ u3) Si(u)] , (3.31)
where the superscript stands for the quark contribution to the gluon-self energy and m2D,q =
(g2sT
2NfTF )/3, and Si(u) =
∫ u
0 sin(t)/t is the sine-integral function. The result agrees with
the abelian version in ref. [45].5 The gluon contribution in the thermal gluon self-energy
reads
δV g(r, T ) = −CF
4
αs rm
2
D,g − CF
αs r
2T m2D,g
pi
ζ(3) + CF
αsm
2
D,g
8pi2rT 2
∫ ∞
0
dxF g(x rT )
x
(
ex/2 − 1) ,
(3.32)
F g(u) =
[
−22− 3u2 + (u2 + 10) cos(u) +
(
u+
12
u
)
sinu+ (u3 + 12u)Si(u)
]
. (3.33)
where the superscript stands for the bosonic contribution to the gluon-self energy and m2D,g =
(g2sT
2Nc)/3.
In order to check our results, we considered the limits r piT  1 and r piT  1 and
compare with the literature [34]. First, we perform the limit r piT  1 that amounts to
expanding the functions in Eqs. (3.30) and (3.32) for small values of their arguments. Then
we sum δV q(r, T ) and δV g(r, T ) and one recovers the known potential as in [34]. Second, the
complementary situation T  1/r  mD is recovered with a numerical check. Indeed, the
analytical limit is not straightforward and one should go back to the original loop integral
and implement an integration by regions. We find easier to compare numerically the limit
rT  1 of Eqs. (3.30) and (3.32) with the corresponding result given in ref. [34]. We remark
that the high-temperature singlet potential, i.e. real part of (3.24), is only recovered from
our results here when 1/r  mD is implemented in the same equation (3.24). Relaxing more
than one hierarchy at a time is challenging and beyond the scope of the present work. The
potentials (3.30) and (3.32) are also valid for the anti-triplet case when accounting for the
change CF → CF /2.
5After correcting a typo in Eq. 16 of the paper.
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3.2.2 Antitriplet to sextet transitions at finite temperature
When DM is a real scalar, particle-particle (antiparticle-antiparticle) t-channel annihilations
processes into light degrees of freedom are possible for the coannihilator partner, namely
FF → qq (F¯ F¯ → q¯q¯). A similar situation occurs in the simplified model with Majorana
fermion DM and an accompanying colored scalar [46, 47]. Accordingly, an attractive anti-
triplet and a repulsive sextet potentials can be relevant for determining the annihilation cross
section. Besides the effect of Yukawa screened potentials and Landau damping as described
in Sec. 3.2, an additional modification to the thermal potentials can occur. Making again
the analogy with heavy quakonium at finite temperature, we compute here the analogue of
the singlet-to-octet thermal break up [34, 35], which is also known in the literature as gluo-
dissociation [48]. The bound state can be broken by a collision with a thermal gluon from
the bath, that carries energy/momenta of order of the binding energy MF v
2, and induces
the transition to an unbound octet state. In the model considered here, the transition be-
tween antitriplets and sextets mediated by a thermal gluon is relevant as well, which shares
many similarities with the singlet-to-octet thermal process. To the best of our knowledge,
antitriplet-to-sextet transitions at finite temperature have not been addressed.
For the sake of the numerical extraction of the spectral functions in (3.17), we consider
the antitriplet-to-sextet transitions in the static limit. This amounts to taking the MF →∞
limit. It has been pointed out that the relativistic corrections are of the same order of the
static contribution for the thermal widths (or the imaginary part of the thermal potential)
in ref. [35]). However, such derivation fully exploit a calculation of expectation values for the
singlets in the pNRQCD, and it is not clear how to use such a result in the setting of a plasma-
modified Schroedinger equation as in Eq. 3.18.6 Therefore, we stick to the gluodissociation in
the static limit, extract a potential as a matching coefficient of the pNRQCD and include it in
our extraction of the Sommerfeld factors. We leave the derivation of the antitriplet-to-sextet
transition beyond the static limit for future work.
The calculation closely follows the one for the singlet-to-octet transitions in ref. [34, 35],
that amounts to computing the one-loop self-energy for the singlet field (Fig. 4, diagram on
the left). Similarly, we compute the one-loop graph in Fig. 4 where a chromolectric thermal
gluon induces the transition from an antitriplet to a sextet field. In this setting, the hierarchy
of scale reads MF Mv  piT ≈ ∆V ′  mD. Then, we start with the pNRQCD for the FF
sector in Eq. 3.23, compute the one-loop diagram and obtain the correction to the in-vacuum
potential as follows
δVT = −ig2sNcri
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
i
−k0 −∆V ′ + i
[
(k0)2Dij(k) + kikjD00(q)
]
rj ,
=
4Nc
3pi
r2T 2∆V ′f(∆V ′/T )− i2Nc
3
αsr
2(∆V ′)3nB(∆V ′) , (3.34)
6An interesting approach for connecting expectation values in pNRQCD and bound-state forma-
tion/dissociation involves an open-quantum-system approach [49,50].
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Figure 4: The single continuous line stands for a singlet (antitriplet) propagator, the double
line for an octet (sextet) propagator, the curly line for a chromoelectric correlator and the
circle with a cross for a chromoelectric dipole vertex between singlet and octet (antitriplet
and sextet) fields.
where ∆V ′ = HΣ −HT ≈ VΣ − VT ≈ αs/r being the difference of the antitriplet and sextet
energies in the static limit7, nB(x) is the Bose-Einstein distribution and
f(t) =
∫ ∞
0
dx
x2
ex − 1P ,
1
x2 − t2 , (3.35)
with P standing for the principal value. When the temperature is larger than the difference
of the static energy, the thermal potential reads
δVT = 2Nc
9
α2srT
2 − i2Nc
3
α3sT . (3.36)
4 Phenomenology
In this section we will discuss the phenomenology of the model and introduce the most
relevant experimental constraints. Since the mediator is a color charged fermion it has a
substantial production cross section at the LHC. Once produced, the mediator will either
decay to DM and light quarks or to DM in association with top quarks, depending on the
coupling structure. In addition, the DM can also interact with quarks at much lower energy
scales and thus we expect a signal at direct detection experiments. Indirect searches for DM
annihilations happening in the Universe today are also a possible way to test thermal DM.
However, the coannihilation mechanism discussed here generically predicts an annihilation
cross section smaller than the canonical value of σv ≈ 3× 10−26cm3/s. As indirect detection
generally struggles to probe σv ≈ 3 × 10−26cm3/s in the mass range of interest here, i.e.
mDM ≥ 500 GeV, we do not discuss it further. For a more detailed discussion of indirect
detection in coannihilation scenarios see for example [20].
4.1 LHC searches
LHC searches are an attractive way to search for DM with color charged mediators [9, 46,
51, 52]. In general there are various ways to produce DM and the mediator at colliders.
7We label the sextet-antitriplet energy difference with a prime to distinguish it from octet-singlet energy
difference in the literature [34].
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Figure 5: New physics production cross sections at the
√
s = 13 TeV LHC as a function
of the Yukawa coupling y for a representative choice of the masses (MS = 500 GeV and
mF = 550 GeV). The pure gauge mediated production of mediator pairs from gg (dd¯) inital
states is shown by the blue solid (dashed) line. The mixed gauge and new physics mediated
production from uu¯ is indicated by the dashed red line while the exclusively new physics
induced cross section for particle-particle production from uu initial states is marked by the
solid red line. The cross section of mixed DM mediator final states from gu is shown as black,
solid. For comparison we also show the direct SS production cross section as black, dashed.
The relative importance of the different production modes depends on the parameters of the
theory and the flavor of the quark the DM couples to. In the following, we will first discuss
the case of light quarks before turning to DM coupling to tops.
4.1.1 Valence quarks
In this case, both gauge interactions and the new physics coupling y can dominate the pro-
duction cross section of new physics. In particular the dependence on y is very strong for DM
coupling to light quarks, see Fig. 5 for an illustration for a representative benchmark point.
As expected, the biggest cross section for small to moderate y comes from the pure QCD
production of the colored mediators from gluons and qq¯ initial states. At mF = 550 GeV
this cross section is ≈ 1 pb which allows for ample production at the LHC. The amplitude
for FF¯ production from the quark flavor the DM couples to also receives a contribution from
DM exchange which interferes destructively with the QCD part at moderate y. At even
large y the cross section of FF¯ is even dominated by the t-channel S exchange. However, in
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this regime the production rate receives a big contribution from particle-particle production
which is also mediated by the DM. At large y ≥ 2 this contribution dominates the total
new physics production cross section. This behavior can be understood by considering the
parton distribution functions (PDFs) at the relevant center of mass energies. In
√
s = 13 TeV
collisions the PDF of the up-quark typically exceeds the PDF of u¯ significantly and enhances
the parton luminosity of the uu-initial state relative to uu¯. In addition, it is also possible to
produce the DM directly, either in pairs or in association with the mediator. In particular
associate production rate is quite interesting as it is of comparable size as the leading medi-
ator pair production cross sections at intermediate y. However, since this process scales as
αsy
2 while FF production (and FF¯ production in the large y limit) scales as y4 the relative
importance of this channel declines at large y. DM pair production via t-channel F exchange
generally possess the smallest cross section over the while range of y-values considered here.
In addition, DM-pairs can also be produced by an off-shell Higgs due to the portal coupling.
For reasonable values of λ3 this cross section is substantially smaller than all other production
modes discussed above [53] and we neglect it.
Naturally, the production cross section alone is insufficient to assess the observably of the
signal and the final state needs to be considered in more detail. In general, the most promis-
ing collider signal in this model will consist of DM, i.e. missing energy (MET ), in association
with jets. The visible part of the final state can either come from the decay of the coannihi-
lation partner F or from additional radiation emitted by the initial or final state. The LHC
has excellent sensitivity to multijet+MET final states provided that the events are energetic
enough. In the mono-(multijet-)search at ATLAS the minimal requirement is one (two) jet(s)
with a transverse momentum pT ≥ 250 GeV [54,55]. In the case at hand, such energetic jets
are not readily available since the mass splitting ∆M is substantially smaller than 250 GeV
in coannihilation scenarios. As the jets from the decay are comparatively soft, the efficiency
of the mulitjet search suffers. Only boosted particles or events with additional hard radiation
provide a signal above the analysis threshold. Therefore, the visible cross section is substan-
tially smaller than the naive estimates shown above and the experimental efficiency exhibits
a non-trivial dependence on the parameters of the theory. Since the dominant production
mode in our scenario can differ substantially from the one used in the experimental analysis
we perform a full recast of the relevant experimental searches. We simulate the production
of the mediator in association with up to two additional jets with Madgraph5@NLO [56]
and hand the events to Pythia8 [57] for hadronization and fragmentation. The effects of the
detector are approximated with Delphes3 [58]. Finally, we use the Checkmate2 [59] imple-
mentation of the ATLAS searches for monojet [54, 60] and multijet [55] events with missing
transverse energy to derive our limits. It turns out that the multijet search has the best
sensitivity in the full parameter space under consideration here.
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4.1.2 Top quark
In the case of top quarks the situation is both simpler and more complicated than for DM
coupling to valence quarks. On the one hand, the top PDF is negligible at the energies reached
by the LHC. Therefore, only the gauge interactions are relevant and particle-particle final
states do not contribute to the cross section. On the other hand, in the region of parameter
space relevant for coannihiltion, the large mass of the top precludes two-body decays and we
need to consider more complicate decays such a F → SWb or even four-body decays F →
Sbff ′ where f and f ′ denote light SM fermions. Phenomenologically, this process is similar
to the stop-coannihilation region in simplified models of Supersymmetry (SUSY) [61, 62]
and there exist limits on the pair production cross section of stop pairs t˜t˜†. We use the
limits on stops-production reported by [61] to estimate the LHC limits on the model under
consideration here. We would like to caution that simplified SUSY is similar but not identical
to the fermionic t-channel mediator model. For instance, there are differences between the
differential cross sections for the production of scalars and fermions. In addition, there is
an angular correlation between the decay products of a pair of fermions which is absent
in the case of decaying scalars. Nevertheless, in light of the uncertainties introduced by a
phenomenologist’s modeling of detector effects, we do not see a clear advantage in recasting
the full analysis. Unfortunately, the experimental sensitivity turns out to be too weak to
constrain MF ≥ 500 GeV in region with small ∆M and we cannot exclude parts of the
parameter space under consideration here.
4.2 Direct detection
Direct detection experiments aim to observe the scattering of DM on regular matter by
searching for the recoil of SM particles in a low background environment. The scattering
rate of DM on nuclei is tightly constrained and the best current limits reach scattering cross
sections of ≈ 4 × 10−47 cm2 [63]. The limits on DM in the mass range considered here
are somewhat weaker then the above value, mainly due to the lower DM number density.
Nevertheless, direct detection experiments have sufficient sensitivity to probe scenarios with
a suppressed scattering cross section.
The direct detection cross section of scalar DM on a nucleon n is given by [64]
σn =
1
pi
m2n
(MDM +mn)2
f2n , (4.1)
where the dimension-full coupling fn is the coupling of the effective DM-nucleon interaction
Ln = fnS2N¯N . (4.2)
The effective coupling receives contributions from mediator exchange fn,y and from the direct
coupling of the DM to the Higgs fn,λ3 that add coherently fn = fn,y + fn,λ3 , see Fig. 6 for
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Figure 6: Set of representative Feynman diagrams contributing to the effective DM nucleon
interaction.
a representative set of the diagrams. It is important to keep in mind that the nuclear scale
µn = mp, which is relevant for direct detection, is vastly different compared to the scale of
DM annihilations µann = MS . Consequently, the running of the couplings between these
scales could have an impact on the phenomenology. There are two different regimes of the
running which have to be treated separately. Starting from the scale of annihilations, we
first encounter the regime below the DM mass scale and above the weak scale. Here, S and
F are already heavy while SM states such as H and t are still light. At the weak scale the
Higgs and top need to be integrated out and the operators are matched to a theory that is
valid between the weak and the nuclear scale. As long as only one-loop running is considered,
the low-energy operators relevant for direct detection can be formulated in an RGE-invariant
way [64,65]. Therefore, we only need to calculate the running above the weak scale while the
other contributions are already taken into account once we match the operators.
In the following we fill first discuss the low-energy formalism for direct detection. Depend-
ing on the flavor of the quark that the DM couples to, the leading processes contributing to
direct detection are different. In order to simplify the discussion we will focus on two extreme
cases, i.e. coupling to valence-quarks and coupling to the top-quark, and present these sep-
arately. Finally, we will discuss the connection between the weak scale and the annihilation
scale and present our results for the RGEs in this regime.
4.2.1 Valence quarks
The mediator induced coupling arises from two classes of diagrams. First, for valence quark
tree-level exchange of F between Sq bilinears is possible, see Fig. 6 (left). In addition, box-
diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 6 (middle) with the mediator and the quarks in the
loop can generate an effective interaction with gluons. For DM coupling to a light quark
q ∈ {u, d, s} the effective coupling fn,y reads [64]
fn,y
mn
=
y2q
m2DM
[
1
4
2r2 − 1
(r2 − 1)2 fTq +
3
4
1
(r2 − 1)2 (q(2) + q¯(2))−
1
27
1
r2 − 1fTG
]
, (4.3)
where r = mF /mS The first two terms in the above equation come from the tree-level
exchange of the mediator. The last term is due to the loop-induced effective interaction with
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gluons. The effects of the nucleon structure are encapsulated in the coefficients fTq , fTG , q(2)
and q¯(2). The first coefficient fTq = 〈N |mqq ¯q|N〉/mN parametrizes the expectation value
of the scalar quark bi-linear in the nucleon, while q(2) and q¯(2) are the second moments
of the parton distribution of the quark and the anti-quark respectively. Finally, fTG =
1−∑q=u,d,s fTq is the contribution of the gluonic matrix element. In our analysis we use the
default values of micromegas5.0 [66] for fT,q and fTG , while the values for q(2) and q¯(2) are
taken from [64]. The relative importance of the different contributions only depends on the
mass rate r. In the coannihilation regime, i.e. for r ≤ 1.2, the effective coupling is dominated
by the second contribution to Eq. 4.3 and the other terms are just a minor correction.
Last but not least, there is a contribution from Higgs exchange which is given by [23]
fn,λ3
mn
=
1
2
λ3
1
m2h
fh , (4.4)
where fh denotes the effective Higgs nucleon coupling. This parameter can be expressed in
terms of fTq and reads
fh =
2
9
+
7
9
∑
q=u,d,s
fTq . (4.5)
As can be seen, fn,λ3 and fn,y have a rather different dependence on the parameters of
the theory. While fn,λ3 is completely insensitive to the new physics scales MS and MF ,
fn,y depends strongly on the mass of the DM and its mass splitting with the mediator.
Consequently, the relative importance of mediator and Higgs exchange for direct detection
depends on the choice of the parameters.
4.2.2 Top quark
The general structure of the DM nucleon coupling remains similar to the previous case.
However, fn,y is markedly different from the case of DM interacting with valence quarks.
Since the top is very massive, it is essentially absent in the proton and the tree-level exchange
of F does not contribute to direct detection. Therefore, the only y-dependent contribution is
due to the loop induced DM gluon coupling depicted in the second panel of Fig. 6. In contrast
to the gluon contribution in Eq. 4.3, the quark is now also a heavy degree of freedom and mt
needs to be taken into account in the loop computation. Consequently, the expression gets
modified and one finds [64]
fn,y
mn
= −1
9
y2t fTG
∑
i=a,b,c
f+i (MS ,MF ,mt) , (4.6)
where f+i are loop functions which are given in the Appendix of [64]. In addition, the Higgs
mediated contribution fn,λ3 also contributes to the direct detection. The Higgs portal is
completely independent of the flavor structure of the mediator interactions and fλ3 takes the
same form as in Eq. 4.4.
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4.2.3 Running of the couplings
We are interested in the RGE running of the couplings y and λ3 between the weak scale
and the DM mass scale. One might expect that only the contribution of SM fields to the
renormalization is relevant since both F and S are heavy. However, in the coannihilation
regime the mass splitting ∆M  M is still a dynamical scale at intermediate energies.
Therefore, some diagrams with internal S and F propagators are less suppressed than a naive
simple power counting might indicate. In order to treat this subtlety it is again convenient
to resort to the non-relativistic effective field theory approach we have already employed in
our treatment of DM annihilations. In the following we will briefly introduce our approach
and summarize our main results. A more detailed discussion can be found in Appx. C.
We implement a 1/M expansion of the Lagrangian given in Eq. 2.1 such that momentum
modes of orderMS are integrated out and work in a theory that includes φ, the non-relativistic
component of S, as well as ψ and χ¯, the corresponding non-relativistic components of F . For
direct detection, the most important operators are y√
M
φψ¯PRq and
λ3
M φ
†φH†H 8. Apart from
the ψ¯ψH†H operator and the corresponding one containing χ, whose coefficient is zero in
the full theory, these are the lowest dimensional operators including the low-energy fields.
Therefore, we only include counterterms up to mass dimension-5 and perform the wave-
function and vertex renormalization at one-loop. The SM RGEs remain unaffected since the
corresponding operators are dimension-4. Using dimensional regularization with D = 4 − ε
in the MS scheme, and t = ln µ¯2, we find:
∂t|y|2 = |y|
2
(4pi)2
{
− 4∆M
MS
|y|2(1 +Nc) + |h|2 − 3g2sCF
}
, (4.7)
∂tλ3 =
1
(4pi)2
{[
6λ1 − 9g
2
w
4
− 4Nc|y|2 ∆M
MS
+Nc|h|2
]
λ3 − 2Nc|y|2|h|2
}
, (4.8)
for the new couplings. Of particular interest to us is the last term in (4.8). This contribution
to the running arises from the vertex renormalization of φ†φH†H due to box diagrams with
the vectorlike-fermion and quarks in the loop. Since the dynamical scale entering the internal
propagator is not M but rather ∆M , these diagrams (one given by ψ and one by χ in the
loop) contribute to the running and generate a term that depends on y and h rather than
λ3. Consequently, λ3 can only be (close to) zero at multiple scales if |y|2|h|2 is negligible.
This is realized to excellent approximation for DM coupling to up quarks. However, for DM
coupling to the top this is clearly not the case and we always expect a substantial running of
λ3.
8We would like to remind the reader that in our convention the non-relativistic scalar field φ has mass
dimension 3/2.
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4.3 Parameter space of thermal DM
Now all the ingredients for a study of the cosmologically preferred parameter space of our
model are assembled. In the most general case the model has four free parameters, the two
masses MS and MF and two couplings y and λ3, that are relevant for the phenomenology.
As the Planck satellite has measured the relic abundance with percent-level accuracy, we can
use this constraint to remove one parameter from the theory and express it in terms of the
remaining ones. We chose to fix y as a function of the masses and λ3. To further simplify
the discussion we will restrict ourselves to slices through the parameter space. Since we are
mainly interested in the dynamics of the coannihilation regime which is more sensitive to
the masses than to the Higgs portal, we consider two choices of λ3. We take a look at the
pure fermionic t-channel model and set λ3 = 0 before we consider λ3 = 1.5. These two cases
bracket the effect of the Higgs portal on the phenomenology of the model.
Before discussing the results in any detail, we would like to comment briefly on two lim-
itations of our approach and how these impact the considered parameter region. First,
our formalism is tailored towards the accurate description of the non-perturbative dynamics
relevant in the coannihilation region. We would like to caution that our results are actu-
ally less precise than the standard approach in the regime with no coannihilation since we
work in a 1/M expansion. Therefore, we only consider the region of parameter space with
∆M/M ≤ 0.2, for larger mass splitting we refer the reader to the literature [9, 67]. In
addition, we only consider MS ≥ 500 GeV. This ensures that the freeze-out via late stage
bound-state formation does not become sensitive to temperatures that are too low for the
reliable use of our perturbative QCD potentials. One way to explore MS < 500 GeV is to
determine the effective Sommerfeld factors on a lattice, see for example [68] for a recent work
in this direction.
Our results for DM coupling to light quarks are summarized in Fig. 7. The blue dashed
lines indicate contours of constant y in the ∆M/M plane. The top-most line corresponds to
y = 2 and we show lines down to y = 0.1 with a ∆y = 0.1 spacing. The region where thermal
freeze-out can account for the observed relic density is limited from above and below. In
the top-region, the effective annihilation cross section is too small to yield the measured DM
abundance unless y > 2 is considered. We prefer not to report results for such large couplings
as effects that are higher order in y, which are not covered by our calculations, can become
relevant in this regime. In the lower region the situation is different. The contours of fixed
y get closer and closer to each other until they essentially merge at the border of the lower
gray region. This is due to the fact that for lower y the contributions to 〈σeff v〉 from pure
gauge interaction become more important until they completed dominate the annihilation
rate. Once this happens the value of ∆M/M required for successful generation of ΩDMh
2
becomes independent of y.9
9This statement only holds as long as y is large enough to support efficient conversion between S and F . If
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Figure 7: Experimental limits on thermally produced real scalar DM coupling via a coloured
mediator to u-quarks. The left and right panel show the case of the Higgs portal coupling
λ3 = 0.0 and λ3 = 1.5, respectively. The null-results of XENON1T exclude the red part of
the parameter space. The orange region indicates the reach of a future Darwin-like direct
detection experiment. The upper gray area requires y ≥ 2 in order to reproduce the correct
relic abundance. In the lower gray region the observed relic abundance cannot be achieved
via freeze-out since the thermal abundance is set by the gauge interactions of the mediator.
In the brown region the mass splitting is so small that the bound states is lighter than twice
mDM . We indicate contours of constant y in the range {0.1, 2} by the dashed lines.
As can be seen, the experimental sensitivity is excellent. For small λ3, the low-mass large-
mass splitting part of the parameter space is probed by LHC searches for multijet+MET
(blue region) and MF . 1.5 TeV is excluded for large y. For smaller values of y, the limits
weaken since the new physics induced production cross section decreases. For small y we find
that MF ≥ 600 GeV is still viable. In addition, there are strong bounds from direct detection
experiments. The current bounds from XENON1T (red region) already exclude parts of the
parameter space. Curiously, the sensitivity is best in two disconnected regions at high and
low MS . This can be understood from the interplay between the relic density and the direct
detection. In the low mass region, the experimental sensitivity profits from the larger number
density of DM particles and the cross section is larger due to the lower overall mass scale.
In the high mass region the direct detection cross section gets enhanced due to the small
mass splitting ∆M which enters in the tree-level mediator exchange diagrams (see Fig. 6).
y is so small that chemical equilibrium between the dark sector states cannot be maintained a new conversion
drive-freeze-out mechanism becomes viable [69]
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Therefore, a second exclusion region opens up. In the future, more sensitive direct detection
experiments such as DARWIN [70] have the potential to cover basically all the remaining
parameter space. A thin sliver of parameter space in the vicinity of the lower border remains
viable since very small values of y are possible there. This region is too small to be visible in
the plot.
For large λ3 this picture changes in two important ways. First, SS annihilation via the
Higgs becomes efficient and for large ∆M/M we recover the Higgs portal solution for the relic
density. This can be seen by the throat-like structure at MS ≈ 1.7 TeV into which all relic
density lines merge at large ∆M/M . It is interesting to observe that the lines for small y are
actually not described by single function and two distinct solutions exist for low masses. This
behavior can be understood by considering the effective annihilation rate defined in Eq. 3.15.
Close to the Higgs portal solution the numerator is dominated by the λ3 contribution to c1
which does not depend on ∆M/M . As ∆M decreases the denominator increases while the
numerator stays approximately constant. The only way to keep 〈σeff v〉 constant under these
conditions is to decrease the mass. For sufficiently small ∆M , the mediator annihilation piece,
which grows faster than the denominator, will become relevant and the usual behaviour of the
curves is recovered. Second, the Higgs portal coupling increases the DM-nucleus scattering
rate and strengthens the direct detection limits. As a consequence, the two regions found for
λ3 = 0 merge and only a small range of parameters remain consistent with the XENON1T
limits. Since the lowest possible DM mass for λ3 = 1.5 is above 1.5 TeV, the scenario is
currently unconstrained by LHC searches.
The situation changes for DM coupling to top-quarks. The first difference concerns the
relic density. For λ3 = 0, the most visible difference between the relic density curves in Fig.
7 and Fig. 8 occur at large ∆M/M and low M . This is due to the different SS annihilation
cross sections. As mentioned previously, the y-dependent contribution to σv(SS → qq¯) scales
differently for light quarks and top quarks. In the first case the lowest order contribution
arises at the d-wave and the cross section is suppressed by T 2/M2. For top quarks on the other
hand, the dominant contribution is helicity suppressed, i.e. scales as m2t /M
2
S . For light DM
mt is not a small parameter and the suppression of σv(SS → tt¯) is only mild. Consequently,
DM annihilation is more important for top quarks and the parameter space at low masses
is more open than in the case of up-quarks. In the high mass regime, these differences do
not matter any more and, for MS & 3 TeV, there is no significant difference between the
parameter space of the two scenarios. A more profound difference is revealed when we look
at the direct detection cross section. On the one hand, tree-level mediator exchange does not
contribute to the direct detection cross section and the only appreciable y-dependent piece
arises from the loop-induced coupling to gluons. In the parameter space under consideration
here, i.e. MS ≥ 500 GeV the scattering rate from the effective gluon coupling is too small to
be observed even with a DARWIN-like detector. However, the running of λ3 also has to be
treated with greater care now. As mentioned previously, the renormalization of the SSHH†
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Figure 8: Same as Fig. 7 for DM coupling to top quarks. Note that λ3 always experiences
non-negligible running for DM coupling to the top. The value of λ3(µ) = 0(1.5) has been
fixed at the scale of DM annihilations, µ = Ms in the left (right) panel.
vertex due to box-diagrams with the mediator F and the top-quark in the loop is important.
It leads to the last term in Eq. 4.8, which just depends on y and the SM-Yukawa h and
can induce a substantial running even if λ3 vanishes. Since ht is large, this contribution
is large for top-philic DM and the solution λ3(µ) = 0 is not stable if we vary µ. Since
the scale of annihilations (µ = MS), and the scale of direct detection, i.e the nuclear scale
relevant for direct detection, are very different we have to take the running into account. For
λ3(µ = MS) = 0 the phenomenological consequences are quite startling and we find that the
Higgs coupling leads to an direct detection rate in reach of DARWIN in most of the relevant
parameter.10 Naturally, the same effect is also relevant for λ3(µ = MS) = 1.5. However, the
impact on the phenomenology is less severe in this case. The main visible consequence in
Fig. 8 is the tilt of the red region. In an analysis without running the edge of the red region
would have been a straight line. We find that MS less than 2− 3 TeV is excluded depending
on the particular value of y.
All considered, we find good prospects to test the parameter space preferred by thermal
freeze-out with experiments in all the scenarios considered above.
10It is in principle also possible to require λ3(µ) = 0 at the direct detection scale and derive the appropriate
value for the relic density calculations. This scenario is by construction not testable with the experiments
considered here and we do not discuss it further.
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5 Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper, we address the phenomenology of a simplified model where a scalar DM particle
interacts with the SM sector through a vector-like fermion that induces a Yukawa-type in-
teraction between the DM and a SM quark. In order to retain gauge invariance, the fermion
mediators gauge quantum number have to match those of the quarks. In addition, scalar
DM can interact with the Standard Model via the Higgs portal. This model implementation
opens up a rich phenomenology while the minimal Higgs-portal setting can be recovered for
the limiting case y → 0.
We mainly focus on the coannihilation regime, namely when the additional mediator F is
close in mass with the DM particle. In this case, one has to carefully track the dynamics
of the accompanying colored state to determine the DM abundance. This is a challenging
task, since Sommerfeld enhancement and bound-state effects in a thermal medium can dras-
tically change the annihilation cross section for mediators with QCD interactions. We use
a non-relativistic effective field theory framework to relate the annihilation cross sections to
the spectral functions of non-relativistic particle pairs. The spectral functions are extracted
from the solution of a plasma-modified Schro¨dinger equation which takes the thermal po-
tentials, the collisional damping rate and the dissociation rates as input parameters. With
respect to previous results, where the attention was on the above threshold states, we in-
clude the bound-state effects for both the singlet and antitriplet color configuration of FF¯
and FF pairs. Together with the unbound octet and sextet states, they are recast in the
language of pNRQCD. In doing so, we provide an accurate description of the colored pairs
in the early Universe which allows the reliable extraction of the relic density. The main out-
come is that enhanced cross sections, which are driven by the strongly interacting mediator
(co)annihilations, require quite large DM masses to reproduce the observed relic abundance.
We would like to comment briefly on the form of the Boltzmann equation that we adopt
in this work. As recently suggested in ref. [71], this quadratic equation in the dark particles
number density appears to break down when the temperature is much smaller than the
binding energy. In our analysis, this limitation is taken into account by the brown band
appearing in Fig. 7 and 8, that implements a lower bound on the mass splitting ∆M > 2|E′1|,
with E′1 being the binding energy of the lowest lying state. The corresponding brown region
is where the relic density extraction from the standard Boltzmann equation for coannihilation
could be inaccurate.
We assess the capabilities of the different experimental strategies to probe the parame-
ter space compatible with the observed relic density. For the high mass range we focus on,
M ≥ 500 GeV, collider searches and direct detection are the relevant options. The experimen-
tal signatures depend crucially on the type of SM quark the DM interacts with. We consider
two extreme cases, valence quarks represented by the up quark and the top quark. In general,
the LHC phenomenology of coannihilation scenarios is characterized by comparatively soft
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SM particles in the final state. This leads to a loss of sensitivity of the searches compared
to scenarios with an unsuppressed mass splitting between the DM and the mediator. Never-
theless, for couplings to up-quark the LHC is able to probe the low-mass large-y part of the
parameter space. This is due to the enhanced production of the mediator from t-channel DM
exchange, which can dominate the production rate for y & 0.7. This mechanism is not active
for DM interacting with the top and the LHC is currently not able to probe this scenario.
Fortunately, direct detection experiments have a good sensitivity to the coannihilation region.
For up-quark couplings a substantial part of the parameter space is already excluded by the
null searches of XENON1T irrespectively of the Higgs portal coupling. The unconstrained
regions are well within the reach of a Darwin-like detector even though freeze-out allows very
large DM masses of up to 18 TeV. The case of direct detection for DM coupling to tops is more
subtle. As the tree-level interaction vanishes and the effective interaction with the gluons
is highly suppressed, the only potentially detectable contribution to DM nucleus scattering
arises from the Higgs portal term. As λ3 is a free parameter of our theory one might come
to the conclusions that one can simply set this term to zero and avoid all direct detection
constraints. While this is true in principle, it has to be kept in mind that the scale of direct
detection and the scale of annihilations are rather different and, therefore, the running of
the coupling can be important. We investigate the renormalization of λ3 in a non-relativistic
theory for the DM and the mediator. As ∆M M the mass splitting remains a dynamical
scale in this theory and box-diagrams with the F and the top quark in the loop contribute to
the renormalization of the SSHH† vertex. This results in a contribution to the correspond-
ing β function that does not depend on λ3, but rather on the Yukawa couplings y and hq.
Therefore, a large SM Yukawa hq generically lead to substantial running and we find that it
is not possible to set λ3 = 0 at both scales simultaneously. This has consequences for the
phenomenology and we find that future direct detection experiments are sensitive to most of
the parameter space if λ3(µ = MS) = 0, whereas for λ3(µ = MS) = 1.5 some parts of the
cosmologically preferred parameter space are already excluded.
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A S → F conversion rate
An essential ingredient is the rate at which the two particles in the dark sector, S and F , are
turned to each other. This is a key aspect of a coannihilating scenario when relying on the
freeze-out mechanism. In order to deplete the S abundance through FF¯ annihilations, the
two species have to be in thermal equilibrium. In particular, the rate at which a S particle
is converted into a colored mediator has to be larger than the Hubble rate until the overall
DM abundance does not change anymore due to pair annihilations. This is an estimation for
the two reservoirs to be in thermal contact so that the dynamics of the F particle does not
evolve independently of the actual DM.
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Figure 9: The sum of the 2→ 1 and 2→ 2 rates compared with the Hubble rate for MS = 3
TeV ∆M/M = 0.1 and ∆M/M = 0.01, and for 0.1 ≤ y ≤ 2.0.
There are two different processes that convert a DM scalar particle in to a colored fermion
(and vice versa). These are a 2 → 1 process and a 2 → 2 process: the former is the inverse
decay of the DM and SM quark into F , Sq → F , whereas the second is a scattering process
with light partons in the medium, Sq(g) → Fg(q). The two rates can be interpreted as the
imaginary part of the real scalar self-energy where the SM quark propagator is treated at
leading order or resummed respectively. The result for the 2 → 1 thermal interaction rate
reads:
Γ2→1 =
|y|2NcMS
4pi
(
∆M
MS
)2
nF (∆M) , (A.1)
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where nF (x) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution. This rate vanishes for ∆M → 0 and it is expo-
nentially suppressed in the regime ∆M  T . The light quark from the medium can interact
with S and add enough energy to produce a slightly heavier F particle. At temperatures
smaller than ∆M , the light quarks from the bath have typical energies smaller than the mass
splitting, inducing the Boltzmann suppressed behaviour of the process. The rate for the
second process read
Γ2→2 =
|y|2Nc
8MS
∫
p
pim2qnF
(
∆M + p
2
2MS
)
p(p2 +m2q)
, (A.2)
where p = |p| and the thermal quark mass mq = g2sT 2CF /4. This rate is the dominant
one at large temperatures and we consider HTL resummation to obtain the correct result,
especially in the case of light quarks. On the other hand, the 2→ 1 process is more relevant
al small temperatures. In Fig. 9, we show the sum of the two rates in Eq. A.1 and A.2
compared to Hubble rate for MS = 3 TeV, for two relative mass splittings ∆M/M = 0.1 and
∆M/M = 0.01, and for y ∈ [0.1, 2.0] as considered in this work. This brings to the orange
and red bands in Fig. 9. One can see that smaller mass splittings allow for maintaining the
equilibrium down to smaller temperatures, namely large z, respectively shown in the orange
band for ∆M/M = 0.1 and the red band for ∆M/M = 0.01.
B Thermal potentials and numerical implementation
In this section, we provide some details on the derivation of Eqs. (3.30) and (3.32), together
with the strategy for the numerical implementation. The thermal corrections to the potential
may be obtained by calculating loop corrections to the longitudinal gluon polarization tensor.
There are two different possibilities for the particles running in the loop. They can be either
fermions (quarks) or gluons. Moreover, there is a real and imaginary part in both the cases.
In the following, we calculate explicitly the real part since the imaginary part in the regime
under study is known [36].
Expanding in p0  p ∼ piT , the real part of the retarded gluon self-energy reads [34,72,73]:
Re
[
ΠR00(p)
]
= −g
2TFNf
pi2
∫ ∞
0
dk0 k0 nF (k0)
[
2 +
(
p
2k0
− 2k0
p
)
ln
|p− 2k0|
|p+ 2k0|
]
− g
2Nc
pi2
∫ ∞
0
dk0 k0 nB(k0)
[
1− p
2
2k20
+
(
−k0
p
+
p
2k0
− p
3
8k30
)
ln
|p− 2k0|
|p+ 2k0|
]
, (B.1)
where we keep terms up to order p0 and we defined |~p| = p ≈ 1/r. Moreover, nF (x) =
1/(ex/T + 1) and nB(x) = 1/(e
x/T − 1) are the usual Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein distri-
butions.
We work in the real-time formalism and in order to obtain the corrections to the ∆11 gluon
propagator, namely the self energy corresponding to the positive branch of the Keldysh
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contour, we follow the same procedure as in [74]. The following relations are needed:
∆11 =
1
2
(∆R + ∆A + ∆S)
∆R = ∆
0
R + ∆RΠR∆
0
R , (B.2)
where ∆R, ∆A and ∆S are the retarded, advanced and symmetric gluon propagators, re-
spectively. It is convenient to work with the retarded propagator and self-energy because the
Dyson equation (B.2) is of zero-temperature type. Finally, we use the following definition to
relate the propagator and the potential
V (r) = −CF g2µ4−D
∫
dD−1p
(2pi)D−1
(
eip·r − 1)∆11(p0 = 0, p) , (B.3)
where we have included also the self-energy contribution for the heavy quark and anti-
quark pair. Working out the integral in dimensional regularization, the final expressions
in Eqs. (3.30) and (3.32) are found.
We explain briefly the setting for the numerical evaluation of the plasma-modified Schro¨dinger
equation. We summarize the main aspects and point the reader to refs. [18, 20] for more de-
tails. When evaluating the static potentials, a wide range of distance scales appears in
the Schro¨dinger equation. At short distances, we evaluate the 2-loop coupling at the scale
µ¯ = e−γE/r [75, 76]. Since parametrically only the scales αsM  M play a role in the
Schro¨dinger equation, the running does not include the coloured fermion F in this domain.
Instead, at the scale of the hard annihilation in the early universe, we have taken a one-loop
running for the strong coupling with the additional fermion included, that reads
∂tg
2
s =
g4s
(4pi)2
{
4nG
3
+
2nF
3
− 11
3
Nc
}
, (B.4)
where t = ln µ¯2, nG = 3 is the number of SM generation and nF is the number of additional
fermion mediators (one in our case).
At large distances, we use effective thermal couplings that are taken from a dimensionally
reduced field theories [77, 78]. The Debye mass mD parameter and an electrostatic coupling
are derived in [79].
As far as the thermal potentials for the gluodissociation are concerned, we impose them to
contribute when 1/r > piT is satisfied. This is needed to justify the usage of that potential in
first place, and also to avoid spurious effects in the spectral function determination at large
distances.
C NREFT and renormalization group equations
In this appendix, we describe the effective field theory for non-relativistic DM particles and
the accompanying colored fermion. Such a low-energy theory can be derived from the funda-
mental theory in (2.1) when removing energy/momenta of order MS , i.e. when implementing
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a 1/M expansion in Eq. 2.1. The non-relativistic degrees of freedom we consider are the DM
scalar and the colored fermion. This situation is realized when the mass splitting is small
with respect to the DM mass, which is the coannihilating framework we considered in this
work.11 As the mass splitting still dynamical in the low-energy theory, the colored mediator
has a small residual mass term in the corresponding non-relativistic propagator. A similar
EFT has been addressed for nearly degenerate Majorana neutrinos in ref. [81]. In addition,
the effective theory contains the SM sector, which is assumed to be in the unbroken phase.
Our aim is to address the running of the couplings from the DM mass scale down to the
mass splitting/electroweak breaking scale, which are comparable over the parameter space
that reproduces the relic abundance. The running can be important to account for an accurate
estimate of the direct detection cross section that crucially depends on an effective vertex
between two DM particles and two Higgs fields. In the NREFT, this interaction corresponds
to an operator of dimension five and, therefore, we will only study operators up to this order.
It is worth mentioning that the dimension-6 operators comprising four heavy fields have been
already written and exploited to work out heavy particle annihilations relevant for the relic
density in Sec. 3.
As far as the colored mediator is concerned, the prototype of the low-energy theory is
HQEFT [82], that has to be supplemented with a residual mass ∆M . In a given reference
frame, the momentum of a non-relativistic DM and colored fermion is Mvµ, with v2 = 1, up
to fluctuations whose momenta kµ are much smaller than M (we can indeed take the same
velocity because of the small mass splitting). Up to dimension-5 operators, the EFT reads
LNREFT = LSM + φ†
(
v · ∂ − D
2
⊥
2M
)
φ
+ ψ¯
(
iv ·D −∆M − D
2
⊥
2M
− gs σαβF
αβ
4M
)
ψ + (ψ → χ)
−
(
y√
2M
φ ψ¯ PR q +
y√
2M
φ† χ¯ PR q + h.c.
)
− λ3
2M
φ†φH†H + · · · ,
(C.1)
where the dots stand for operators that are further suppressed by 1/M , Dµ = ∂µ+ igsA
µaT a
and ∂µ⊥ = ∂
µ − v · ∂, σαβ = i[γα, γβ]/2. The matching from the relativistic theory (2.1)
and the EFT (C.1) has been done at tree level. We should write an operator ψ¯ψH†H,
however there is no contribution to it at tree level from the fundamental theory (2.1). A
comment is in order for the scalar non-relativistic field in Eq. C.1. Upon the field redefinition
φ→ φ/√2M , we obtain a non-relativistic scalar field with mass dimension of [φ] = 3/2 just
as for the fermion field ψ (and χ). This is also the choice made in Sec. 3 when writing the
four-particle operators for annihilations [18, 44]. The scalar propagator takes the same form
as the fermion one in Eq. C.1. We note, however, that the operator comprising the Yukawa
11This situation is different from the case of a very heavy mediator that is integrated out first [80].
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Figure 10: Examples of one-loop diagrams relevant for the running couplings y and λ3. From
left to right we have displayed the self-energy diagram for the scalar DM, the Yukawa triangle
vertex and the box-diagram. Dashed double lines stand for the DM, solid double line for the
mediator, thn solid lines for the SM right-handed quarks. In the latter diagram, the thin
solid lines stand for the right-handed top and left-handed quark doublet attached to the Higgs
boson external legs.
coupling y has dimension 9/2. The DM self-interaction in (2.1), that involves the coupling
λ2, is a dimension-6 operator in the 1/M expansion. Therefore we neglect it as far as the
running is concerned.
Since we want to obtain the one-loop running of the y and λ3 couplings relevant for the
direct detection, we need to extract the counterterms at one-loop for the Lagrangian (C.1).
An EFT can be renormalizable systematically order by order in the large scale expansion.
In our case, we only look at the counterterms that renormalize dimension-5 operators at
most. Therefore, we do not account for diagrams that induce divergencies that would need
counterterms from higher dimensional operators. The power counting of the vertices guide
us to organize the set of diagrams relevant for the one-loop computation, that is performed
in the rest frame of the heavy fields.
We reproduce the known result for the wave renormalization of ψ induced by QCD interac-
tions, which is the same as for an heavy quark in QCD [83]. In addition, we find a suppressed
∆M/M contribution to ψ field renormalization induced by the Yukawa vertex. The QCD
vertex involving a magnetic gluon is not renormalized as well.12 We list the equations that
describe the running couplings for mW ,∆M ≤ µ¯ ≤ M . Using dimensional regularization
with D = 4− ε in the MS scheme, and t = ln µ¯2, we find
∂tµ
2
H =
1
(4pi)2
{[
6λ1 − 9
4
g2w + |h|2Nc
]
µ2H
}
, (C.2)
∂tg
2
s =
g4s
(4pi)2
{
4nG
3
− 11
3
Nc
}
, (C.3)
∂t|y|2 = |y|
2
(4pi)2
{
− 4∆M
MS
|y|2(1 +Nc) + |h|2 − 3g2sCF
}
, (C.4)
12One has to notice that this would correspond to a transition between the same heavy colored state, then
fixing the function in ref. [84] to be evaluated for v′ = v. Together with the wave function renormalization
from QCD, the vertex does not produce a divergence.
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∂t|h|2 = |h|
2
(4pi)2
{
|h|2 (2Nc + 3)
2
− 9g
2
w
4
− 6g2sCF
}
, (C.5)
∂tλ1 =
1
(4pi)2
{[
12λ1 − 9
2
g2w + 2|h|2Nc
]
λ1 +
9g4w
16
− |h|4Nc
}
, (C.6)
∂tλ3 =
1
(4pi)2
{[
6λ1 − 9g
2
w
4
− 4Nc|y|2 ∆M
MS
+Nc|h|2
]
λ3 − 2Nc|y|2|h|2
}
(C.7)
It is perhaps useful to comment on the ∆M/M suppression that one finds in Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8.
This originates from the one-loop DM self-energy diagram and the one-loop vertex diagram,
see Fig. 10. As far as the first diagram is concerned, the 1/M suppression, coming from
the insertions of two tree-level Yukawa vertices, is balanced by the dynamical scale ∆M ,
that runs in the loop because of the colored mediator, and that multiplies the 1/ pole of the
corresponding UV divergencies. As a result, this contribution match the dimension-4 required
for the φ†(v ·∂)φ operator. A similar situation occurs for the vertex diagram, keeping in mind
that the additional M−1/2 suppression is balanced from that present in the tree-level vertex.
Instead, the box diagram that contributes to the dimension-5 operator φ†φH†H, diagram on
the left in figure, displays the correct 1/M suppression from the insertion of the vertices, and
we find a divergent term of the form 1/ε without any accompanying energy scale.
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